PROGRESS ON MISSION 2018

An interactive conversation with president Ahrash Bissell
Introduced by founder and CEO Gary Lopez

Thanks for joining us! We will begin promptly at 2:00 p.m. ET.

- Use the "questions" area to submit questions as they arise.
- This webinar will be archived at NROCnetwork.org, and you will receive a follow-up email with a link to the recording and slides.
- Contribute to the Twitter conversation at #NROCpd.
- Do you need help with GoToWebinar? Email memberservices@NROC.org.
Our Mission

We are working to help meet society’s need for access to effective, high-quality educational opportunities in an era of rapid economic, social, and personal change.
WE COLLABORATE WITH EDUCATORS TO BUILD TECHNOLOGIES THAT IMPROVE STUDENT SUCCESS

The NROC membership community imagines, develops, tests, and refines courses and tools that prepare secondary, postsecondary, and adult learners for college and career.

EXPLORE COURSES AND TOOLS  BECOME A MEMBER
NROC partners with educators to create open and low-cost courses and tools that are designed to recognize every student’s unique learning needs and preferences.

These resources can be adapted and scaled to meet programmatic goals in a variety of instructional settings.
Secondary
Postsecondary
Adult Education

“I’m a mom and I’m a grandma, but I never finished high school. And, the biggest reason for that is that I was totally intimidated by math. After having participated in the program EdReady, I have exceeded my own expectations and overcome fears in algebra.”

– Latonia McGruder, student, Fairfield-Suisun Adult School
Today we are 185 sustaining members serving:

Secondary 48
Community Colleges 112
Universities 29
Adult Education 9+

Systems serving multiple institutions 13
Individual institutions 172
WHAT WE OFFER

NROC COURSES
- NROC MATH
  - Algebra 1
  - Developmental Math
- NROC ENGLISH
  - Developmental English

WEB-BASED TOOLS
- EdReady
  - a readiness system (to personalize a learner’s study path)
- Hippo Campus
  - a curated repository of learning objects

NROC courses can be installed in a Learning Management System (LMS)
... or can be accessed through our web-based tools

& a new product created in partnership with ACT...
POLL

How are you using the resources? (check all that apply)

- Instructional Support (Classroom)
- Tutoring, Advising, etc. (Outside Class)
- Assessment Prep
- College Readiness Initiative
- Grade-level Transitions: Accelerate or Review

Please feel free to share details in the Chat.
COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT SERVICES
NROC collaborates with educators to imagine, develop, test, & refine technologies that improve student success.
EdReady

EdReady is a math and English readiness system that employs a knowledge inventory to personalize a learner’s path to subject mastery within the context of a specific educational goal.
EdReady

EdReady is a math and English readiness system that employs a knowledge inventory to personalize a learner’s path to subject mastery within the context of a specific educational goal.
MEMBERSHIP WORKS BEST WHEN PARTNERS:

**Commit**
significant time and staffing to becoming facile with NROC courses and tools

**Adapt**
NROC’s suite of solutions to meet their students’ specific needs

**Contribute**
efficacy stories and original supplemental resources to the broader membership
POLL

How have you contributed to our collective efforts?
(check all that apply)

- Presented at a webinar or conference
- Piloted a product
- Attended the Member Meeting
- Shared a case study
- Shared a product request or feedback

Are there other ways you'd like to participate?
Please reply in the Chat.
How would you describe your engagement with NROC staff? With other members? Are there things you would like to do more, but are not sure how? Like what?
Robust implementation and technical support

Dedicated implementation specialist

Daily Office Hours

Regular Info Sessions

Comprehensive Help Center and technical ticket support
PARTNERSHIPS
We cultivate relationships that empower an ever-increasing number of learners to take charge of their academic journeys.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

INSTALLED COURSES

Media-Rich, Learner-Centered, & Pedagogically Diverse

Developmental Math

This course was developed for students striving to meet basic college entrance requirements. The adaptive pre-assessment personalizes a learner's path through Arithmetic, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, and Statistics, Geometry, and Trigonometry topics.

WEB-BASED TOOLS

Open and Designed for Institutional Customization

Knowledge Inventories

Customize the scope of learning objectives.
Hippo Campus

HippoCampus is a curated repository of over 7,000 multimedia learning objects from NROC and other respected providers, including Khan Academy, PhET, and NOAA.
Optimized for Affordable and Efficient Implementation that Readily Scales

Pay for what you need
The low-cost, per-student subscription model allows you to tailor your use

Plug and play
Launch the tool without resource-heavy fine-tuning

Just grow it
ACT CollegeReady was built to scale with ease
NROC members remain core to our work and success.
THE HYBRID MODEL ALLOWS US TO...

support and redistribute OER, from ourselves and partner projects;

build and maintain platforms for enabling people to find, adapt and share OER, and to engage in open educational practices;

invest most of our time and energy into improving learning outcomes, with special attention to college and career readiness;

and stay committed to the effort and investment of our institutional members for the long term, fulfilling the promise of OER.
QUESTIONS?
Annual Member Meeting in Monterey, CA

March 10-13, 2019

NROC MEMBERSHIP ACTIVITIES / BENEFITS
CONNECT

Ahrash Bissell, President, abissell@NROC.org
Terri Rowenhorst, Member Services Director, trowenhorst@NROC.org

Thank you for joining us!

This webinar will be archived at NROCnetwork.org. Additionally, please expect an email with a link to the video and presentation assets.